The design of modulated filter banks with a low system delay and with perfect reconstruction will be shown. The filter lengths K can be chosen arbitrarily. The well known orthogonal filter banks have a system delay of K -1 samples. The proposed filter banks can reduce this delay to N -1 samples, where N is the number of bands. The design method uses a decomposition or factorization of the polyphase matrix into cascades of simple matrices. Several factorizations with different properties will be shown. A factorization will be introduced which is more general and needs fewer multiplications than previous approaches (K/2 + N). The resulting filter banks can have analysis and synthesis frequency responses that can be made different from each other, leading to biorthogonal filter banks. An optimization algorithm for the frequency response of the resulting filter banks will be given. Examples show the feasibility of designing even big filter banks with many bands with low system delay and high stopband attenuation. 
Introduction
Filter banks are used in a variety of applications, like in audio, speech, or video coding, in acoustic echo cancellation, Frequency Division Multiplex and more. They consist of a bank of analysis filters with subsequent downsampling, whose output is used e.g. for coding or manipulating the signal, and a bank of upsamplers followed by synthesis filters, which can reconstruct the signal from the analysis outputs ( Fig. 1 ) to various degrees of precision.
It is usually desired that the filters are narrow bandpass filters with little overlap in the frequency domain. For coding applications it is important to have a critical downsampling, i.e. the overall data rate is not increased by the analysis filter bank. E.g. if the same downsampling rate is used for all bands, it should be N, if W bands are used.
Perfect reconstruction filter banks are such that the synthesis filter bank reconstructs the input to the analysis filter bank from its output exact or perfectly, despite the analysis filtering and downsampling. It can be achieved with up to a critical downsampling rate, but in general not at higher downsampling rates. Perfect reconstruction could be obtained by choosing ideal band filters for the analysis and synthesis filter bank. They would be sampled at their Nyquist rate and since they would cover the entire frequency range, perfect reconstruction would result. Ideal band filters are not realizable, but perfect reconstruction can be achieved with realizable filters by designing them suitably, such that the synthesis cancels any aliasing or amplitude distortions which the analysis introduces, so that ( ) = x(n -n d ), where n d is the system delay in samples.
Modulated filter banks have filters with frequency responses which are frequency shifted versions of baseband prototypes, one for the analysis and one for the synthesis filters. They result from multiplying or modulating the baseband impulse response with a modulating function, e.g. a cosine function, which leads to cosine modulated filter banks. Modulated filter banks are popular because they usually have a computationally efficient way for their implementation and they are simple to design, because only the two prototypes need to be designed and evaluated.
An important property of filter banks is their overall system delay (n d ), which is the lag between the input of the analysis filter bank and the output of the synthesis filter bank if they are connected directly. Until recently the filter banks investigated and used had a standard system delay, which is the length of the band filters of the filter bank (or the length of the prototype), minus one sample. This means that filter banks with a lower system delay needed to have short filters, resulting in a poor frequency response, or vice versa, filter banks with good frequency responses, close to some desired ideal, needed to be long, resulting in a high system delay. Low delay filter banks don't have this connection between filter length and system delay, they can have a low system delay and also long filters, resulting in good frequency responses. Application examples are real time speech and audio coding systems. In audio coding systems they can also be used for the reduction of so called pre-echoes, audible distortions, caused by the system delay of the used filter bank.
Low delay filter banks were first investigated by Nayebi [15, 16, 17] , who showed the possibility of designing low delay filter banks. He treated the general case but had no perfect reconstruction. Later work of the author showed that it is also possible to design perfect reconstruction low delay filter banks [23] [24] [25] [26] . This paper will show how to design modulated filter banks (especially with a cosine modulation function) with perfect reconstruction, with variable system delays (ranging from the minimum to the maximum possible delay for a given filter length), and with a structure for a computational efficient implementation. Fig. 1 shows a filter bank with N bands and critical downsampling. The analysis filtering and downsampling operation can be written as
Polyphase Formulation
for all integer m, where yt(m) is the output of the it'th subband channel at the m'th interval. 2LN is the length of the filters. The impulse responses don't need to be actually of this size, they can be zero padded. Observe that h t (n) is the time reversed analysis filter impulse response. /i t can be seen as a "filter vector", because the filtering or convolution operation now resembles a vector multiplication. This has the advantage that it better fits the matrix formulation which will be introduced later. The filter bank may be viewed as processing the input in blocks. For every block of N samples, where m may be viewed as the block index for x(mN + n), N output samples in the variable k are produced: )>t(m); k = 0,1, ...,N -\. A more convenient way for the representation of this system is the polyphase formulation [6] . The analysis and synthesis filter bank can now be seen as just a multiplication with square matrices with polynomial elements, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Perfect reconstruction requires the product of P a (z) and P s (z) to be just a delay, which means the synthesis polyphase matrix for a given analysis polyphase matrix is where d is the delay of the signal in blocks of length N to make the synthesis filters causal, i. e. such that P s (z) has no positive powers of z. The system delay now consists of this delay of d blocks to make the polyphase matrix causal, and of the so called blocking delay (N -1 samples), which results from the grouping of the input samples into blocks of length N. The system delay therefore
Modulated Filter Banks
Modulated filter banks have certain symmetries in their impulse responses that can be used for the design and effi- 
with /^(z) as defined in equation (2). This is a Filter Matrix with a bi-diagonal structure. The synthesis filter matrix is,
«ω
The factor 21 Ν is just a normalization. h(n) and h'(n) are the analysis and synthesis baseband prototype filters respectively. They are usually lowpass filters. Now take a Discrete Cosine Transformation Τ type 4, which is defined as
This type of transform is suitable in this case, because it fits the modulation function. For «o = -NI2 now observe that
his is a filter matrix with a diamond structure, where
The synthesis filter matrix F s (z) has the same structure as
More filter matrices can be computed, e. g. for other no or for other modulation functions, like for DCT's of different types. The design method which will be described is capable of designing filter banks with more different n 0 than shown in the preceding two examples and also for different modulation functions. But to illustrate the method the shown cosine modulation type will be used in the following (DCT 4).
These filter matrices could now already be used for the design of filter banks. To perfectly reconstruct a signal from a given analysis filter bank the synthesis filter matrix needs to be the inverse of the analysis filter matrix, multiplied with a delay z 4 to make it causal. But this approach may lead to IIR synthesis filters, which may not be stable. There would also be no direct control over the system delay, which is determined by the additional delay z 4 . The goal is now to obtain FIR analysis and also FIR synthesis filters with the perfect reconstruction property, to have control over the overall system delay, and to obtain a structure for an efficient implementation. This is done by constructing the filter matrices as a product of several simpler matrices. The simple matrices have an inverse, which is FIR, have different system delays associated with them, and are sparse with only a few elements unequal to 1 or 0, which leads to an efficient implementation.
The design process then consists of choosing the matrices for the desired properties (system delay, filter length) and then to optimize the resulting product or structure for the desired frequency response. These simple matrices are described in the following.
• Coefficient Matrices -The first one has a diamond structure,
Observe that its inverse is causal, so that no multiplication with a delay is necessary.
Its inverse is easy to compute and has the same structure.
The second one has a bi-diagonal structure, with real or complex coefficients. Because these matrices are used in a product or cascade, the columns or rows of all used matrices can be normalized, except for one, which is the F or C 0 matrix (which will be shown). This is why the elements on the anti-diagonal can be 1. Its inverse also has the same structure. Observe that the inverse has no longer l 's on the anti-diagonal, so that the number of multiplications necessary to implement the inverse is higher.
• Standard Delay Matrix -It increases the filter length and the system delay.
.
Its inverse needs a multiplication by z~' to make it causal.
"1
e N+j e 2N-l-j -i, A product of these matrices has to have the shape of one of the filter matrices, i. e. it must have a bi-diagonal or diamond shape and the distribution of the even and odd powers of z must be as in the filter matrices. This ensures mat the resulting polyphase matrix leads to a modulated filter bank. The following products or cascades have this property. for the synthesis filters. The roles of the analysis and synthesis filter matrices can also be switched, since they are inverse to each other. The parameters m and n can be chosen freely and determine the filter length and the overall system delay. The resulting length of the impulse response is K = m2N +2N+ nN, and the delay is n d = m2N +2N-1 samples. The number of multiplications necessary for the implementation of the analysis filter matrix is the number of coefficients of the simple matrices which are unequal to 1 or 0, and is mN +2N + nN/2 orK/2+N, and for the synthesis filter bank it is m2N +2N + nN/2 = K/2 + N + mN. Fig. 3 illustrates this structure.
This formulation represents a very broad class of filter banks, and many well known classes of filter banks are a subset of it. Orthogonal or paraunitary filter banks with standard system delay result if F and C t are restricted to be orthogonal (i. e. rows or columns are orthogonal) and no zerodelay matrices are used (n = 0). This leads to the ELT of Malvar [13, 14] . Note that the ELT does not normalize the Ci matrices to ones on the anti-diagonal, so that it needs more multiplications for the analysis part (as many as the synthesis part). The TDAC filter bank of Princen and Bradley [ 1 ] results if only the F and the D matrix are used (n = 0 and m = 0) and F is restricted to be orthonormal (i. e. F" 1 = F T ). If n is set to 0 and the C, matrices are not restricted to be orthogonal, then so called biorthogonal filter banks with a standard system delay are obtained, and if« is not zero, low delay filter banks are the result.
A filter bank with the lowest possible delay, the minimum system delay, requires a different product. It results if the filter matrices are of the form
The inverse needs a multiplication with z 2 to make it causal.
The second type looks similar, but has the roles of the matrix and its inverse switched. The matrix B 0 (z) also uses coefficients on the anti-diagonal of the matrix, the other matrices (B,(z) for i > 0) can again be normalized. These products lead to delays that are less or equal to the standard delay and to delays of the size of even multiples of N (except for the minimum delay case). A product or cascade with the following matrices is even more general because it can also be used for delays of odd multiples of N and for higher delays than the standard delay. It is also important to note that it needs fewer multiplications for the implementation than the previous cascade. Observe that this also means that this new cascade is also more efficient than previous approaches like the ELT filter banks. This formulation uses Maximum-Delay-Matrices, which can be interpreted as time reversed Zero-Delay-Matrices.
• Maximum-Delay Matrices -They increase the filter length, but especially the system delay. The first type is The resulting filter length is Κ = (m + n)N + 2N, the system delay is m2N + 2N -1, and the number of multiplications necessary for the implementation of the analysis or the synthesis filter matrix is 2N + (n + m) · NI2 or A/2 + N. Observe that for the synthesis filter matrix this number is lower than with the first product or cascade.
For a system delay of the size of odd multiples of N the following product can be used (12) if m is even and (15) for odd m. m is greater than 0 because for the minimum delay case cascade (6) and (7) The next step of the design procedure now is to determine the unknown matrix coefficients, so that some desired frequency response is approximated. This is done by numeric optimization. Observe that the optimization does not need to take care of the perfect reconstruction property, because it is already guaranteed by the structure.
Optimization
The goal here is to minimize an error function, which is a nonlinear function with a scalar (real) output and a multidimensional input. Basically any optimization algorithm for the optimization of such functions can be used, but there are differences in convergence and speed. The algorithm described in the following was found to be relatively reliable in convergence and fast.
Define JT to be a vector of the s unknown filter matrix entries, which are to be optimized, and H(x) be the weighted frequency responses of the baseband prototype filters or a band filter, at ( frequency samples. Analysis and synthesis frequency responses are both contained in this vector, e. g. as a concatenation, so that it has a length of 21. Let d be the vector of the weighted desired frequency responses at those frequency samples. As the error function a quadratic distance function is chosen. To optimize the magnitude of the frequency response, the following error function is used,
The algorithm that is used to minimize this function is basically the so called method of conjugate directions, which was specialized to this quadratic function, so that the convergence and the speed of convergence could be increased. The idea Figure 5: Impulse responses of the baseband prototype for a low delay filter bank, for analysis and synthesis, also with 128 bands and 255 samples delay, but with a filter length of 512 taps. This minimization process can be started with a random starting point. To make sure that a good minimum was found a second random starting point can be tried. For designing big filter banks (i. e. many bands, long filters), it can be faster to start with a smaller filter bank, with a fraction of the desired numbers of bands. When the optimization for this smaller filter bank is finished, the number of bands can be increased by increasing the size of the filter matrices, e.g. doubling the size and the number of bands by making pairs of coefficients out of each single coefficient. This is then the starting point for the optimization of the bigger filter bank. This process of growing the filter bank can be repeated until the desired size is reached. Fig. 4 shows the impulse response of the baseband prototype filter for an orthogonal filter bank. The length of the filters is 256 taps, and the system delay is 255 samples. It results from the first cascade (equations (4) and (5)) or from the third cascade (equations (8) and (10) Figure 7 : A system delay of 767 samples leads to an audible pre-echo, a system delay of 255 samples has no audible distortions. The pre-echo can be seen at around 3 ms. n = 0, and with F orthogonal. This also is essentially a TDAC filter bank. The impulse response was obtained by using the described optimization algorithm.
Examples
Fig . 5 shows the impulse response of a low delay filter bank. It has a filter length of 512 taps, and the same system delay as the ortogonal example, 255 samples. It results from the first cascade (equations (4) and (5)) or from the third cascade (equations (8) and (10)), with m = 0 and n = 2. This baseband impulse response is identical for the analysis and the synthesis filter bank, except for the sign. The same error function was used for the analysis and synthesis frequency responses for the optimization. Fig. 6 compares the frequency responses of the two filter banks. It can be seen that the low delay filter bank (the lower curve) has a stopband attenuation which is about 20 dB higher than with the orthogonal filter bank, although it has the same system delay. Fig. 7 shows an application for low delay filter banks. They can be used to reduce the system delay while keeping the same magnitude responses. The first filter bank has filter lengths of 768 taps and a standard system delay of 767 samples. It can cause audible distortions in audio coding systems, so called pre-echoes, as shown in the middle picture. They arise from increasing the quantization step size when the signal amplitude increases. The analysis and synthesis filters can be seen as spreading the increased quantization error in the time domain, even before the increase of the signal amplitude, as can be seen in the picture at around 3 ms. Low delay filter banks can influence this distribution of the quantization error, so that its spread before the increase can be made shorter than after the increase. It better matches the psycho-acoustic properties of the ear, and the distortion becomes inaudible [26] . This can be seen in the bottom picture, where a filter bank with filter lengths of 1024 taps but a system delay of only 255 samples was used. Here the distortions are much closer to the amplitude increase of the signal, and are now inaudible.
Conclusion
It was shown how to design modulated filter banks, with emphasis on cosine modulated filter banks, with critical downsampling, perfect reconstruction, a broad range of system delays, and with a computationally efficient implementation. Several different cascades with different properties where shown. A new type of cascade or decomposition of the polyphase matrices was introduced, which is more general and more efficient than previous cascades. The system delays which can be realized by these cascades are as low as N-I, which is determined by the downsampling rate and is the theoretical lowest possible value, and as high as 2K-1, which results from a filter bank which can be seen as a time reversed version of a minimum delay filter bank. The examples show that the filter quality can be improved significantly by using a low delay filter bank with the same system delay but longer filters instead of a standard delay FREQUENZ 50 (1996) 9-10 filter bank. In the shown case the stopband attenuation was about 20 dB higher. This improved design can be used to increase the coding gain. Alternatively the system delay can be reduced while keeping the same quality of the filters by using low delay filter banks. This can be used to reduce preechos and for real time communication applications. The examples also show that it is possible to design big filter banks with these tools, which is also useful for audio coding applications.
